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Express parcel carriers offer a wide range of guaranteed delivery times in order to separate customers 

who value quick delivery from those that are less time but more price sensitive. To reflect the additional 

complexity this segmentation adds to the task of optimizing the logistics operations, we present a new 

model that accounts for the interplay between pricing of due times, customer decisions and the asso- 

ciated restrictions in the distribution process. This profit-maximizing express shipment service network 

design problem is solved by a heuristic solution approach that simultaneously determines the ideal set 

of offered delivery times, the associated pricing scheme and the load plan in order to maximize profit. 

High-quality solutions for realistically-sized instances are derived by a genetic-algorithm-based heuris- 

tic that exploits information of previously evaluated iterations. Using this new integrated approach, we 

provide insight on the potential benefit of an integrated model over sequential optimization of revenue 

and delivery cost. We also investigate the impact of tighter delivery due times on resource requirements 

and whether more granular service segmentation can be considered a profitable strategy in multimodal 

express parcel delivery networks. 

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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. Introduction 

Driven by a booming e-commerce sector, express parcel carri- 

rs have experienced rapid growth in transportation volumes. In 

018, the largest two integrated express carriers, UPS and FedEx, 

ad a combined U.S. domestic package operation of 28.5 million 

ackages per day ( FedEx, 2018; UPS, 2018 ). Given the dynamic de- 

elopment of online retailing with compound annual growth rates 

f 15.7% over the last decade ( US Census Bureau, 2009; 2019 ) ef-

orts have focused on increasing the efficiency of the underlying 

hysical distribution networks. However, the ever growing number 

f shipments is not the only challenge faced by the package de- 

ivery industry. Tight competition together with customers’ desire 

o receive their goods ever more quickly have encouraged express 

arriers to offer a wide range of guaranteed delivery times. By al- 

owing customers to choose from several shipping durations (e.g. 

vernight, two-day, three-day), revenue management (RM) con- 

epts like price and product segmentation have become an inte- 

ral part of modern express parcel delivery. Offering the right com- 

ination of delivery times at appropriate prices is of fundamental 

mportance, as any change in quantities and temporal restrictions 
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an have a profound impact on the degree to which a carrier can 

ealize economies of scale. For example, introducing overnight ex- 

ress delivery might require a disproportionate amount of addi- 

ional resources as tight time restrictions limit the opportunities 

or consolidation. If this is not accounted for in delivery pricing, 

hen customer incentives are skewed, leading to an inefficient use 

f resources. 

In the case of multimodal logistics networks, the determination 

f optimal prices for parcel deliveries, involving frequent transship- 

ents and the use of multiple shared resources, is a delicate task. 

s network effects prevent the derivation of closed-form expres- 

ions for optimal costs, the actual unit costs per parcel delivery are 

idden and thus not available for use in standard RM approaches. 

onsequently, if we want to link price-driven changes in customer 

ehavior with the resulting restrictions in the distribution process, 

hen we need to model the full set of delivery operations, including 

outing of shipments and vehicles. A flexible class of mathematical 

odels that can be extended to incorporate customer choice pro- 

esses are service network design problems (SNDP). These models 

re commonly associated with tactical planning of consolidation- 

ased carriers, where the primary focus is to derive an opera- 

ions or load plan for the next planning period. As service network 

esign formulations are able to adequately reflect the complex- 

ty of large-scale multimodal transportation networks, they have 
nder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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een quickly adopted for parcel delivery applications, commonly 

eferred to as express shipment service network design (ESSND). 

Interestingly though, while many sophisticated models have 

een developed to assist network planners in minimizing costs, 

here is an evident lack of approaches that account for revenue- 

ide effects in multimodal transport. Given the criticality of pricing 

ecisions for the success of business operations, such integrated, 

rofit maximizing approaches are worth pursuing. This paper at- 

empts to address this research gap by introducing a solution ap- 

roach that seeks to identify the ideal product portfolio as well 

s the cost-optimal load plan for express parcel carriers operating 

n a national or continental scale. From the perspective of trans- 

ortation research we aim to enrich service network design with 

ustomer choice, endogenous delivery quantities and flexible time 

estrictions. Within the realm of RM, we replace static network 

epresentations by a dynamic view with adequate scheduling and 

outing of resources. 

Our approach combines ESSND with the optimization of a prod- 

ct line differentiated by guaranteed delivery time. Using a parallel 

enetic algorithm, we manage to separate the non-linear revenue 

art, yielding a large but linear SNDP in each iteration. As the net- 

ork design problems of different iterations only vary in shipment 

uantities and time restrictions, we aim to exploit a maximum 

f knowledge from previously evaluated iterations. We comple- 

ent this idea with a customized large neighborhood search (LNS), 

alled route-pattern exchange heuristic. This newly-developed im- 

rovement procedure combines learning from particularly good so- 

utions with elements from local branching and relaxation induced 

eighborhood search (RINS). 

As we are interweaving the concepts of network design and 

M, the structure of the paper is aimed at making this topic 

ccessible to both groups of readers. After highlighting some 

revious work that involved integrating revenue and resource 

anagement ( Section 2 ), we introduce the product segmentation 

nd pricing subproblem in Section 3.1 . Subsequently, we turn to 

he operations planning part of our problem, featuring a service 

etwork design model in route-path formulation ( Section 3.2 ). 

his then enables us to combine the two streams of research and 

erive the integrated model ( Section 3.3 ). We continue with a 

resentation of our heuristic solution procedure ( Section 4 ). The 

esults presented in Section 5 , feature computational experiments, 

xhibiting the heuristic’s superior performance with respect to 

urrent MIP-solvers. We also demonstrate the relevance of joint 

evenue and cost optimization within multimodal distribution 

etworks by comparing our integrated solution approach with 

 more conventional sequential optimization. Finally, we exam- 

ne the effect of adding tighter delivery time restrictions and 

rovide insights on the interrelation of customer decisions and 

ransportation efficiency in the context of parcel logistics. 

. Background 

The fulfillment side of consolidated freight services is often for- 

ulated as multi-commodity fixed-charge network design models, 

ommonly referred to as service network design once they focus 

n the tactical planning of operations ( Crainic & Laporte, 1997 ). 

he term service hereby refers to links representing scheduled ser- 

ices, providing capacity for a set of commodities transported over 

 common set of resources, e.g. trucks, trains or aircraft. These 

odels have been adapted for many applications in transport, cov- 

ring all sectors from trucking to railroad, maritime and aviation 

see Wieberneit, 2008 and Crainic, 20 0 0 for reviews on service 

etwork design). 

With respect to the primary target industry of this study, ex- 

ress parcel delivery, there is also a set of papers dealing explicitly 

ith applications of service network design models for this sector. 
591 
ractical applications include ( Fleuren et al., 2013 ), who optimize 

he operations planning at TNT Express, and Barnhart, Krishnan, 

im, and Ware (2002) , who analyze the express shipment deliv- 

ry problem of UPS. As the network size of an integrated express 

arcel carrier is typically large, the main focus of these papers is 

n managing the complexity of the associated space-time graph. 

hese effort s eventually culminate in the works of Armacost, Barn- 

art, and Ware (2002) , who introduce the so-called composite 

ariable formulation of ESSND. This idea is later complemented 

y a column generation procedure in Louwerse, Mijnarends, Meuf- 

els, Huisman, and Fleuren (2014) and extended by flexible hub- 

ssignments in Quesada-Pérez, Lange, and Tancrez (2018) . While 

hese formulations allow for realistically-sized multimodal express 

etworks, the lack of explicit flow variables greatly limits the pos- 

ibilities to enforce flexible delivery time requirements or simi- 

ar path-based restrictions which are key to implementing RM- 

omponents. 

Two well-known studies that allow for different levels of ser- 

ice within integrated logistics networks are Smilowitz, Atamtürk, 

nd Daganzo (2003) and Smilowitz and Daganzo (2007) . While 

heir approaches are able to distinguish between express and 

eferred delivery items (with the latter being a continuum ap- 

roximation of a discrete network design problem), they only 

onsider cost-side optimizations and thus cover only half of the 

ost-revenue relation. However, RM, defined by Talluri and Van 

yzin (2004) as the demand management decisions aimed at 

ncreasing a firm’s revenue, can have an equally strong impact 

n profitability. Only recently, the potential of RM concepts for 

ntermodal transport was demonstrated by van Riessen, Mulder, 

egenborn, and Dekker (2020) , who extend Littlewood’s rule to 

he setting of synchromodal container shipping. 

Interestingly, studies that explicitly deal with demand manage- 

ent of consolidated freight services have remained scarce (see 

awfik and Limbourg (2018) for a related review). A common is- 

ue that arises when integrating RM into tactical or operational 

lanning is the added complexity to already computationally chal- 

enging problems. Usually it involves another, potentially large, set 

f variables that are often intertwined with design and flow con- 

traints, making a direct application of existing SNDP algorithms 

ifficult. As a result most contributions rely on customized solu- 

ion procedures, most commonly based on a decomposition of the 

ntegrated problem. 

One notable effort is Lin, Lin, and Young (2009) , who developed 

n algorithmic framework based on implicit enumeration and Lan- 

rangian relaxation to derive origin-destination-specific prices for 

TL-carriers. Later Lin and Lee (2015) also extend this approach 

o determine profit maximizing zone prices for LTL-operations. A 

rofit-maximizing SNDP was proposed by Teypaz, Schrenk, and 

ung (2010) . In their model carriers may choose the fraction of 

emand they want to satisfy, while receiving a fixed per-unit- 

ompensation whenever they do. The applied decomposition in- 

olves heuristically determining which transportation services will 

e open, then solving a maximum flow problem to determine the 

raction of transported demand and finally construction of feasi- 

le routes by constraint programming. Most recently, the working 

aper of Bilegan, Crainic, and Wang (2020) introduces a SNDP 

or intermodal barge transportation with three categories of cus- 

omers and two service levels. Their problem features faster and 

lower delivery options to regular and potential demand streams 

hat must either be fully or partially fulfilled. In the current ver- 

ion of the paper the authors elect to pass the full model directly 

o a commercial MIP-solver, limiting the size of test instances they 

an solve. 

A separate branch of papers dealing with joint design and pric- 

ng of transportation networks uses bilevel formulations. In the 

etup introduced by Brotcorne, Labbé, and Marcotte (2008) and 
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ubsequently extended by, among others, Crevier, Cordeau, and 

avard (2012) , the upper level of the program models the 

ecision of a leader, who attempts to maximize profit, while users 

f the network are treated jointly as cost-minimizing followers 

n the lower level. A refined exact solution approach based on 

antzig–Wolfe decomposition was published by Brotcorne, Cirinei, 

arcotte, and Savard (2011) . A common strategy to solve difficult 

wo-stage problems is to derive reduced forms by temporarily fix- 

ng certain complicating variables. A related example is the heuris- 

ic approach by Brotcorne, Cirinei, Marcotte, and Savard (2012) , 

ho use tabu search to iterate through reduced linear relaxations 

f the original problem. 

An apparent drawback of these bilevel formulations is that 

hey neglect congestion effects and thus assume an uncapacitated 

etwork. This also translates into a simplified treatment of de- 

and, which is assumed to be fixed and customers decide inde- 

endently based on shortest paths, irrespective of the decisions of 

ther individuals. The recent contribution of Tawfik and Limbourg 

2019) overcomes some of these restrictions, by considering capac- 

tated services in a path-based formulation. Additionally, they at- 

empt to incorporate quality attributes by either adding frequency 

elay constraints or elements from a random utility model. The 

oint optimization on the lower level, however, still assumes that 

ustomers have similar preferences. 

The integration of more flexible demand structures into op- 

rations planning for intermodal transport was studied by Li 

nd Tayur (2005) . Instead of using some form of aggregated de- 

and, they directly utilize customers’ individual willingness-to-pay 

WTP) and regress the parameters of a special kind of probabil- 

ty density function. A drawback of the approach are the com- 

arably small sets of routes and paths that can be handled. An 

lternative approach would be, to regard the individual reserva- 

ion prices as a representative sample and use them directly in 

 non-linear mixed integer problem (see Dobson & Kalish, 1988; 

cBride & Zufryden, 1988 ). A fulfillment model using this kind 

f demand representation appears very enticing, as it would al- 

ow for a very flexible treatment of demand and underlying deci- 

ion processes. Additionally, individual customer choices can be el- 

gantly included in mixed integer models used in network design 

ormulations, enabling a reciprocal influence of consumer behav- 

or and fulfillment costs without requiring a bilevel setup. Dobson 

nd Kalish (1993) have shown that such a deterministic product 

ine model is NP-hard, which makes a combination with an equally 

P-hard network design problem particularly challenging to solve. 

owever, we are convinced that in order to enable more sophis- 

icated RM in LTL-networks, adequate modeling of customer be- 

avior is necessary. As such the mathematical model and associ- 

ted solution procedure presented in the following sections shall 

emonstrate the feasibility of such an integrated, profit maximiz- 

ng approach to ESSND. 

. Problem description and modeling 

We attempt to optimize the product portfolio of a large express 

arcel carrier operating on a national or continental scale. In order 

o separate consumers who value quick delivery from those that 

re less time but more price sensitive, express carriers typically 

egment their product portfolio according to guaranteed delivery 

ime (one-day, two-day, etc.). Contingent on the set of delivery 

imes offered, customers will pick an alternative that maximizes 

heir personal welfare (utility minus price of delivery) and the car- 

ier will then be obligated to deliver the parcel within the spec- 

fied guaranteed delivery time. Delivery quantities and due times 

re thus not fixed and externally defined, but are depending on 

ustomer decisions and thus emerging endogenously within the 

odel. 
592 
We take the perspective of the carrier, who tries to determine 

he optimal set of guaranteed delivery times and associated prices 

n order to maximize profit. This also involves the determination of 

he most cost-effective operating plan, i.e., the optimal set of paths 

or shipments and the routes of vehicles. The proposed approach 

inks product segmentation and pricing to the task of optimizing a 

ultimodal logistics network. In order to streamline our presenta- 

ion we first introduce the product line selection and pricing prob- 

em before turning to the operations planning part of our model. 

t the end of the next section these two parts are combined into 

n integrated optimization approach. 

.1. Product segmentation and pricing problem 

A basic segmentation that parcel carriers frequently apply is 

ccording to service type into express and deferred delivery. This 

imple differentiation is already quite useful, as it allows the car- 

ier to dedicate capacity for fast but more costly transportation to 

igh revenue orders, instead of wasting expensive resources on or- 

ers, where the benefits of quick delivery are not rewarded. When 

ore granular segmentation is required, the field of transport and 

ogistics provides little formal guidance on how to stagger delivery 

imes. 

State-of-the-art approaches in the fields of marketing and eco- 

omics usually involve some sort of discrete choice model. How- 

ver, combining these with large-scale integer programs is highly 

roblematic, as necessary quantities like market shares are either 

on-linear in price or have no closed-form representation at all. As 

ur paper is going to introduce a novel heuristic solution approach, 

e need to ensure comparability with exact solution approaches. 

or the scope of this paper, we therefore refrain from directly in- 

egrating a complex discrete choice model and follow a discretiza- 

ion strategy instead. A fairly flexible integer programming based 

ormulation to price segmentation was introduced by Dobson and 

alish (1988) and heuristic solution approaches were further dis- 

ussed in Dobson and Kalish (1993) . They assume the firm to be 

 monopolist, who seeks to determine the optimal combination of 

roducts and prices in a product line differentiated by quality. 

For an express parcel carrier the product portfolio consists of 

nly one homogeneous product, i.e., delivery of a parcel. However, 

hen differentiating according to guaranteed delivery time, parcel 

elivery can be viewed as a product line in which faster delivery 

s equivalent to higher quality. The carrier then needs to deter- 

ine the optimal set of guaranteed delivery times to offer, given 

hat customers will self-select themselves based on their sensitiv- 

ties to delivery time and price. For this we assume that we have 

ata on preferences of a representative sample of customers and 

hat these customers behave rationally and choose the delivery 

ime that maximizes their personal welfare. Each customer’s utility 

unction is dependent on random sensitivity parameters for deliv- 

ry time and price and is determined outside of the model. See the 

ata section and electronic companion for more detailed informa- 

ion on the type of utilities used. Using the model of Dobson and 

alish (1988) as a basis, the discretized revenue management part 

f our approach, referred to as Product Segmentation and Pricing 

roblem (PSPP), can be formulated as follows: 

max 
∑ 

k ∈ K 

∑ 

s ∈ S 

∑ 

n ∈ N 

d k 
| N | z 

s 
n p 

s −
∑ 

s ∈ S 
f s o s (1) 

.t. 
∑ 

σ∈ S 
(u 

σ
n − p σ ) z σn − (u 

s 
n o 

s − p s ) � 0 , ∀ n ∈ N, s ∈ S (2) 

∑ 

s ∈ S 
z s n = 1 , ∀ n ∈ N (3) 
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SPP 

∑ 

n ∈ N 
z s n + p s − Mo s � 0 , ∀ s ∈ S (4) 

o 0 = 1 (5) 

p 0 = 0 (6) 

p s ∈ R 

+ price variable of due time s 

 

s 
n ∈ { 0 , 1 } boolean of due time s and customer n 

 

s ∈ { 0 , 1 } boolean for offering due time s 

f s fixed cost of offering due time s 

 

s 
n utility of due time s for customer n 

set of due times 

set of customers 

set of commodities 

 k quantity of commodity k 

a sufficiently large number 

The objective (1) maximizes revenue minus fixed costs of offer- 

ng the chosen delivery times. Fixed costs may represent overhead 

r any other costs incurred by offering additional products which 

re unrelated to the actual fulfillment process (delivery costs are 

ncluded in the second part of the model). Using binary variables 

 

s the carrier can select any combination of delivery durations s ∈ S

nd must determine the associated profit maximizing prices p s . For 

ase of presentation, we only determine one price per delivery due 

ime. However, more granular price schedules can be implemented 

ithout further computational effort, by using one price per de- 

ivery time as a numeraire and extrapolating according to some 

unction of distance and weight or volume. While an efficient ex- 

ct solution limits this to linear functions, our heuristic solution 

pproach is able to handle non-linear extrapolations as well. 

Note that we do not model each shipment as a separate cus- 

omer as this would require an enormous amount of variables. In- 

tead we first aggregate shipments with identical availability time, 

rigin and destination into a set of commodities K. Second, we 

onsider our set of customers to be representative of a larger pop- 

lation. As prices are uniform to all and by assuming that prefer- 

nces do not differ among locations, we are able to translate the 

ndividual customer decisions into arbitrarily large demand vol- 

mes as follows: Binary decision variables z s n are one if customer n 

ecides to use delivery time s . Since each representative customer 

hooses exactly one delivery time, we can aggregate all decisions 

 

s 
n , divide by the total number of customers | N | and interpret this 

s a market share. As demand is similarly structured across all lo- 

ations, this share will apply to all commodities k ∈ K and respec- 

ive demands d k between hubs. Thus, multiplying market shares 

n our objective (1) by demand d k of commodity k and price p s 

ields revenue. This way we model a potentially unlimited num- 

er of parcels by a modest sample of customer decisions. 

Constraint (2) enforce rational behavior of the representative 

ustomers. Each individual n ∈ N decides for the due time where 

he welfare u s n − p s gained is at least equal to what it would 

eceive by choosing any other duration. Customers must choose 

xactly one delivery time, assured by Constraint (3) . If price 

xceeds utility for all offered due times, customers choose the no- 

urchase option s 0 , making their revenue contribution disappear. 

onstraint (4) states that customers can only decide for delivery 

imes that are offered and additionally forces prices of non-offered 

lternatives to zero. Note that if non-offered products would have 

ositive price we would have to multiply p s in Constraint (2) by 

 

s , yielding a product of variables that can be avoided. Finally, 

onstraints (5) and (6) specify that the no-purchase option is 

lways offered and that its price is zero. This allows customers 

o exit the market in case none of the offerings are attractive to 

hem. Starting with the shortest time s 1 , all other durations are 

ndexed in order of increasing delivery due time. 
593 
The presented discretization strategy can handle any set of util- 

ty values as long as they are measured in monetary units. As 

uch it allows for complex preference structures while allowing 

or the integration of large scale routing and scheduling problems. 

or practical applications, where the comparability with exact so- 

ution approaches is of minor importance, one could easily adjust 

ur heuristic solution procedure to directly include conventional 

iscrete choice models. The necessary modeling adjustments sim- 

ly involve replacing 
∑ 

n ∈ N 
1 

| N | z s n in objective (1) by the market 

hare expression of the selected choice model and removing Con- 

traints (2), (3) and (4) . 

.2. The express shipment service network design problem 

When determining the optimal set of guaranteed delivery 

imes, the basic intuition is that shorter due times increase de- 

ivery costs, as they reduce opportunities to realize economies of 

cale. As such, the degree to which one can consolidate shipments 

t intermediate locations is vital for the efficiency of delivery oper- 

tions. One class of models primed for this purpose are SNDPs. Our 

ormulation is based on an expanded space-time network, span- 

ing multiple periods. This is necessary to adequately model the 

outing of shipments and vehicles as they move through the sys- 

em. The inherent size of such networks, however, limits the time 

cale that those formulations can cover. As decisions on product 

egmentation and pricing involve longer time scales than routing 

ecisions, we should align the planning horizons by generating dis- 

ribution plans that can be executed repeatedly. To ensure this we 

ecided to use a cyclical SNDP formulation as the basis for our 

odel (see Andersen, Christiansen, Crainic, & Gronhaug, 2011; An- 

ersen, Crainic, & Christiansen, 2009 ). 

Since last mile delivery is often operated on the same set of 

esources, regardless of differences in guaranteed delivery times, 

e refrained from a dedicated modeling of last-mile operations 

nd use a uniform cost factor c LM 

per unit of demand instead. As 

uch we assume shipments to enter and leave our network at the 

ubs. The carrier’s transport operations are modeled as a space- 

ime network G = (H, A ) , with arc set A representing possible con-

ections between hubs H as well as holding arcs. Unless noted oth- 

rwise, arcs and hubs always refer to the time-expanded version 

f the network, i.e., they denote a physical location at a specific 

oint in time. The schedule length is divided into a set of periods 

 = { 1 , . . . , T MAX } . Note that our cyclical formulation implies that

he first period is the successor of the last. 

We consider a multimodal logistics network with two types of 

ehicles, cargo aircraft and trucks. Both operate between the same 

et of hubs, where packages can be consolidated and transferred 

etween vehicles. We assume a joint network of both modes, since 

his allows for the most flexibility in routing and transshipments. 

s aircraft can travel much larger distances during each time pe- 

iod, aircraft arcs form a very dense graph compared to trucks, 

hose connections are limited by the hubs they can reach within 

 reasonable amount of time. A set of holding arcs A h allows ship- 

ents and trucks to be stored at the nodes while aircraft, due to 

heir high fixed costs, need to be operated throughout the planning 

orizon. An illustration of such a network is depicted in Fig. 1 . 

Note that the shortest delivery time the carrier considers, 

trongly influences the required density of the graph and thus the 

ize of the model. For example, if the carrier guarantees delivery 

ithin two periods, then it needs to be possible to reach every 

hysical destination from each time-expanded node within these 

wo periods. Otherwise customers might demand a delivery time 

hich is not feasible in the underlying graph. Consequently, short 

elivery times require dense graphs. This would become a major 

ssue for any arc-based formulation as the number of constraints 

ould grow too quickly. In line with results from Andersen et al. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the modeled express air hub network. 
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2009) we thus chose to use a SNDP formulation based on routes 

nd paths. These have proven to computationally outperform 

rc-based formulations, especially on larger instances. Moreover, 

he fleet size does not directly influence the difficulty of our prob- 

em anymore, as the usage of a vehicle simply corresponds to a 

hosen route in the objective, while the number of constraints and 

ariables remains unaffected. Considering the fleet sizes of express 

arriers, this is a valuable feature. 

The downside of this formulation is that one needs to con- 

ider an enormous set of possible routes and paths. Unless these 

re generated dynamically via column generation, the number of 

outes and paths quickly becomes prohibitively large. However, a 

arge portion of possible routes and paths are not in line with 

he way express carriers operate (e.g., shipments making numer- 

us changes between aircraft and trucks or vehicles that do not 

egularly return to a given home base). Therefore, we generate only 

outes and paths meeting a number of operational restrictions (see 

he first section in the electronic companion for a detailed descrip- 

ion). Remember that customer decisions and resulting quantities 

re assumed to be given in this subproblem. Market shares of all 

ffered delivery times are thus fixed and are denoted by φs . If we 

gain aggregate shipments with identical availability time, origin 

nd destination into a set of commodities K and respective de- 

ivery quantities d k , we can specify our Express Shipment Service 

etwork Design Problem (ESSNDP) as follows: 

in 

∑ 

v ∈ V 

∑ 

r∈ R v 
f r v y 

r 
v + 

∑ 

k ∈ K 

∑ 

p∈ P k 
c p 

k 
x p 

k 
+ 

∑ 

k ∈ K 
c LM 

(1 − φ0 ) d k (7) 

.t. 
∑ 

k ∈ K 

∑ 

p∈ P k 
x p 

k 
αp 

i j 
−

∑ 

v ∈ V 

∑ 

r∈ R v 
κv β

r 
i j y 

r 
v � 0 , ∀ (i, j) ∈ A \ A h (8) 

SSNDP 

∑ 

r∈ R v 
y r v � e v , ∀ v ∈ V (9) 

∑ 

p∈ P k 
x p 

k 
= (1 − φ0 ) d k , ∀ k ∈ K (10) 

∑ 

σ∈ S: σ� s 

φσ d k −
∑ 

p∈ P k : t p � τ s 

x p 
k 
� 0 , ∀ k ∈ K, s ∈ S\{ 0 } (11)

 

p 

k 
∈ R 

+ flow variable of commodity k on path p

 

r 
v ∈ { 0 , 1 } boolean of a vehicle of type v on route r

 k set of paths p k for commodity k 

 v set of routes r v for vehicles of type v 
, A total arc set and set of holding arcs 
h 

594 
s , φ0 share of due time s, no-purchase option 

 v max. number of vehicles of type v 
 

p 

k 
variable costs of commodity k on path p

f r v fixed costs of vehicle type v on route r

 set of all vehicle types 

set of commodities k 
p 
i j 

1 if arc (i, j) is in path p
r 
i j 

1 if arc (i, j) is in route r
s guaranteed due time s 

 

p duration of path p

 k amount of commodity k 

 LM 

constant last-mile cost 

v capacity of vehicle type v 

In the objective (7) we sum fixed costs f r v for using a vehicle 

f type v on route r and variable costs c 
p 

k 
, incurred by sending 

n amount of shipments x 
p 

k 
of commodity k on path p. Addition- 

lly, we may add the costs c LM 

for last-mile delivery, which are 

onstant in this case as market shares are fixed in this subprob- 

em. Due to the large quantities that our commodities represent, 

e can treat package flows as continuous variables. Weak forcing 

onstraints (8) assure that enough vehicle capacity κv is provided 

o serve all selected paths, with αp 
i j 

and βr 
i j 

indicating whether arc 

i, j) is part of path p and route r, respectively. Constraint (9) can 

e used to limit the available fleet size to a type-specific maxi- 

um of e v . However, as service selection concerns longer-term de- 

isions we consider the fleet size as flexible and thus assume an 

nlimited fleet. The actual quantity to be transported is obtained 

y subtracting the market share of the no-purchase option φ0 from 

emand d k (10) . This quantity needs to be equal to the sum of 

ath flows. Delivery time requirements are enforced by (11) , stat- 

ng that a sufficient fraction of each commodity must be delivered 

n paths with a duration t p less than or equal to the guaranteed 

elivery time τ s . Note that it is not delivery time s alone that gov- 

rns the necessary path flows within a certain due time, but the 

ombined quantity of all delivery times up to s . This way the con- 

traints ensure that delivery due times are honored while also al- 

owing parcels to be delivered faster than guaranteed. In case one 

ants to implement a dedicated handling of certain delivery due 

imes (e.g., up to three days exclusively transported by aircraft and 

lower, deferred deliveries by trucks), this can be easily accom- 

lished by restricting the path sets in Constraints (11) accordingly. 
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Algorithm 1. Basic AE-RPE steps. 
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.3. Integrated express shipment service network design problem 

Now that we have introduced the two basic components of 

ur model we can combine them in order to derive an integrated, 

rofit maximizing approach, referred to as integrated express ship- 

ent service network design problem (IESSNDP). The two previ- 

usly introduced models are merged in a joint profit maximizing 

bjective function and are linked in such a way that the individual 

hoices of the customers translate into the routing constraints and 

ice versa. As such objectives (1) and (7) are combined into 

ESSNDP 

max 
∑ 

k ∈ K 

∑ 

s ∈ S 

∑ 

n ∈ N 

d k 
| N | z 

s 
n p 

s −
∑ 

v ∈ V 

∑ 

r∈ R v 
f r v y 

r 
v 

−
∑ 

k ∈ K 

∑ 

p∈ P k 
c p 

k 
x p 

k 
−

∑ 

s ∈ S 
f s o s −

∑ 

k ∈ K 

∑ 

n ∈ N 
c LM 

(1 − z 0 n ) 
d k 
| N | 

(12) 

This profit maximizing objective is subject to Constraints (2), 

3), (4), (5) , and (6) from PSPP as well as Constraints (8), (9),

10) and (11) from ESSNDP. Note that we need to replace the con- 

tant market shares φs in Constraints (10) and (11) by aggregated 

ustomer decisions, as already seen in objective (1) . This causes 

he integrated model to overcome the static nature of demand and 

ime constraints typically featured in classical service network de- 

ign formulations. While before, the sum of paths flows x 
p 

k 
had to 

qual a fixed quantity, the transport volumes are now governed by 

ustomer decisions, thus exhibiting a form of dynamism. Likewise, 

he time restrictions are not longer exogenously given but are also 

etermined within the model. Consequently, this new integrated 

ormulation of ESSND extends service network design by customer 

hoice and thus also by endogenous delivery quantities and due 

imes. 

All previously introduced variables, sets and coefficients have 

etained their definition. Note that due to the product of binary 

ecision variables z s n and continuous price variables p s , the model 

eatures bilinear terms in both, the objective (12) and the ratio- 

al behavior constraint (2) . It can be linearized by replacing this 

roduct with a new variable, whose behavior mimics the bilinear 

xpression through a set of big-M constraints (see the electronic 

ompanion for a detailed description or Wu (1997) ). Even with op- 

imally chosen big-M values, the resulting model has a very weak 

ound. Tightening the formulation through adding strong forcing 

onstraints, as suggested by Andersen et al. (2009) , is precluded 

y the fact that commodity quantities d k are mostly above vehicle 

apacity κv . This negates any positive effect on a tighter bound as 

e would only add a large number of non-binding constraints. As 

uch, any commercial MIP-solver will have issues solving instances 

f only moderate size. However, for small instances it can provide 

ptimal values and thus serve as a benchmark for our computa- 

ionally more efficient heuristic solution approach which will be 

escribed subsequently. 

. Solution approach 

Solving our integrated model is challenging as both compo- 

ents, PSPP and ESSNDP, are known to be NP-hard problems with 

eak linear relaxations. On top, IESSNDP features non-linearity in 

oth, objective and constraints. However, for a given solution to 

SPP, we know the market shares of all delivery times and thus the 

uantities that need to be transported in the specified due times. 

hen we have all necessary information to solve ESSNDP, which is 

 potentially large, but linear SNDP. Following this logic, we de- 

ompose the integrated model into its two previously presented 

omponents, PSPP and ESSNDP, by using an asynchronous paral- 

el genetic algorithm (GA) that operates on the price vectors and 

enerates a new solution to PSPP in each iteration. This in turn 

eans that we need to solve one instance of the remaining ESS- 
595 
DP with each new individual created. As multi-commodity fixed- 

harge network design problems, like ESSNDP, are notoriously hard 

ptimization problems, it appears fairly optimistic to iteratively 

olve a large number of them. 

The vast majority of existing approaches, capable of solving a 

arge-scale ESSNDP, rely on arc-based formulations and are thus 

entered on efficient construction procedures for route and path 

eneration. As outlined in Section 3.2 , the large number of com- 

odities and vehicles favors path- and route-based formulations, 

omplicating a direct application of existing methods. We thus de- 

igned a customized heuristic for repetitive solution of ESSNDPs, 

xhibiting a high degree of similarity. To ease the computational 

oad, our GA is designed to keep the number of required itera- 

ions comparably low. Additionally, we attempt to exploit historic 

nowledge in order to speed up the search for good quality so- 

utions of ESSNDP. The basic steps of the solution procedure are 

xhibited in Algorithm 1 . 

The approach is denoted as Asynchronous Evolution with Route 

attern Exchanges (AE-RPE). The different parts of the procedure 

re explained in detail in the following sub-sections. A schematic 

llustration of the complete solution procedure is depicted in Fig. 2 . 

alues for necessary parameters in our implementation of the al- 

orithm have been determined in pretests by systematically alter- 

ng one parameter at a time. A selection of important parameters is 

xhibited in Table 1 . We additionally provide very detailed pseudo 

ode, featuring all required routines and parameters, in the elec- 

ronic companion of this paper. 

.1. Asynchronous evolution - AE 

In order to perform a sufficient number of iterations within a 

easonable amount of time we implemented a parallel GA. This 

A operates asynchronously on a shared population (commonly re- 

erred to as asynchronous evolution or AE). The coordinator pro- 

ess manages the population and the pattern pool, generating 

ew individuals, i.e., new real-valued price vectors that translate 

nto market shares which are associated with a particular ESSNDP, 

henever a worker is available. The term worker denotes a sepa- 

ate computational thread, controlled by the coordinator. As differ- 

nt instances of ESSNDP exhibit very heterogeneous solution times, 

synchronous operation of the GA is a key feature of our algorithm 

s any generational procedure would have to wait for all workers 

o finish before proceeding. Particularly long evaluation times of 

igh quality individuals, however, can still pose a problem as they 

annot spread their properties in the population until their evalu- 

tion is finished, thus putting these individuals at a disadvantage. 

o circumvent this issue we exploit the fact that the differences in 

olution quality are quite high at early stages of the GA and be- 

ome less pronounced later on. We thus stop the heuristic proce- 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of heuristic solution procedure AE-RPE. Tasks in white boxes are performed by coordinator process, tasks in grey boxes are executed in parallel on workers. 
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ure after a given maximum amount of time even if it continues 

o improve the given ESSNDP. The high disparities among individ- 

als partly offset the sub-optimal solution values at early stages 

f the population. Since the GA frequently generates price vectors 

hat translate into a previously obtained market share vector, the 

ame instance of ESSNDP can be evaluated multiple times. Thus, a 

ess than optimal evaluation of a specific ESSNDP can be continued 

ater on, when small improvements are of higher importance. 

.2. Recombination and mutation 

Starting from a random initial population, the GA iteratively 

reates new price vectors. Parent individuals for mating are se- 

ected via tournament selection, with one parent being selected 

ased on solution quality and the other one based on how dif- 

erent it is with respect to the first parent. This way we strike a 
596 
alance between intensification and diversification. Note that with 

n ordered set of delivery due times it would be counter intuitive 

f faster delivery has a lower price. As such, whenever we are mat- 

ng or mutating we should enforce that prices must form a de- 

reasing sequence. This greatly reduces the range of values each 

rice can take and thus also the number of needed iterations. For 

he crossover operation we chose Extended Intermediate Recombi- 

ation, a variant designed by Muhlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen 

1993) which is particularly suitable for real-valued vectors. Specif- 

cally, this method allows for affine, not just convex, combinations 

f parent’s attributes, thus causing more extreme mutations. Their 

hoice of a crossover parameter in the interval [ −0 . 25 , 1 . 25] also

erformed best in our experiments. We randomly determine the 

lements that are crossed over and all remaining elements are di- 

ectly inherited from one of the two parents. The frequency of mu- 
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Table 1 

Important parameters. 

parameter description value 

AE 

ratio of coordinator to workers 1:31 

population size 50 

probability to change the current price by mutation 0.15 

rounds of tournament selection for selecting individuals for mating 2 

rounds of tournament selection for selecting individual to kill 2 

number of customers to be reassigned in local search 5 

RPE 

number of routes used as replacement candidates 5 

rounds of tournament selection for selecting replacement candidates 4 

number of substitution candidates per replacement route 10 

initial min. ratio of shared rows for substitution of type aircraft-aircraft 0.66 

initial min. ratio of shared rows for substitution of type aircraft-truck 0.33 

initial min. ratio of shared rows for substitution of type truck-truck 0.66 

initial min. ratio of shared rows for substitution of type truck-aircraft 0.99 

number of existing route patterns to add for evaluation 5 

rounds of tournament selection for selecting existing route patterns 2 

stopping criteria (max. seconds / number of non-improving iterations) 180 / 20 

Parameter values have been determined in pretests by systematically altering one param- 

eter at a time. The complete list of parameters can be found in the electronic companion. 
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ations is determined by a fixed mutation rate, however, the vari- 

nce of mutations is adaptive. As each price is an element of a 

ecreasing price sequence it is bounded from above and below by 

ts neighboring prices and the minimum and maximum prices pos- 

ible (zero and maximum utility value). In order to make sensible 

utations, the standard deviation used, should account for the size 

f this interval. 

.3. Local search 

Besides recombination and mutation, new individuals can also 

e obtained through training of previous solutions via a local 

earch procedure. Given the current price vector, we first check 

hich rational behavior Constraints (2) are binding. This tells us 

hat customer decision prevents us from increasing or decreasing 

 given due times’ price (the constraint would be violated in this 

ase). We reassign this customer to her next favorite alternative, 

llowing us to change this price. Dobson and Kalish (1988) have 

hown that once an assignment of customers to products is given 

e can easily determine the revenue maximizing prices that would 

enerate such market shares by solving a set of shortest path 

roblems. As arcs can have negative values in these problems, we 

se Bellman-Ford’s algorithm for obtaining the revenue maximiz- 

ng prices. Consequently, reassigning customers of binding rational 

ehavior constraints allows us to generate new high quality price 

ectors. The derived price sequences are used as our new individ- 

als. Note that one can make this local search explore a larger 

eighborhood by allowing more than one customer to be reallo- 

ated at once. However, with n reassigned customers, s different 

roducts and prices going both directions, this creates a maximum 

f 2 × n × s new individuals that need to be evaluated. This quickly 

ecomes computationally expensive which is why we chose to re- 

llocate a modest five customers at once. Additionally, local search 

s only applied in case a new best solution has been found. All 

rice vectors generated by local search are attached to a queue and 

uccessively evaluated. To maintain diversity, only the best solution 

f a given local search is part of the population. For more infor- 

ation on this procedure see Algorithm performLocalSearch in the 

lectronic companion. 

.4. Solution of PSPP and derivation of ESSNDP 

Observe, that for a given price sequence p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p s for s =
 

S | − 1 , it is trivial to determine which alternative will maximize 
597 
ach customer’s welfare in Constraint (2) of PSPP. In this case, we 

an easily obtain the optimal values of decision variables z s n and 

olve PSPP. Note, that decision variables o s can be neglected in this 

ase as a delivery due time can always be forced to have zero 

arket share by charging a price higher than the maximum util- 

ty obtained by any individual in the sample. Each new price vec- 

or can thus be mapped to a corresponding market share vector 

hat uniquely defines the quantities and time restrictions of ESS- 

DP. Note, that we can again apply Bellman-Ford’s algorithm to 

erive the revenue maximizing prices for the current customer as- 

ignments. This greatly reduces the number of iterations needed as 

e only have to generate each market share vector once in order 

o immediately know what the associated maximum revenue is. 

fter logging this information, we pass on the respective ESSNDP 

o one of the available workers. 

.5. Deriving good initial solutions from similar individuals 

Genetic algorithms typically make a lot of minor tweaks to a 

eal-valued solution vector, i.e., the price vector and thus also the 

ustomer decisions often remain largely the same. This in turn 

auses only minor changes in the quantities to be transported 

ithin the various delivery due times. As the quantities of the 

ffered delivery times are the only aspect of our delivery prob- 

em that changes between iterations, we can expect that many in- 

tances of ESSNDP will resemble one another. Consequently, we 

ry to speed up solution times of ESSNDP by trying to learn as 

uch as possible from similar, already evaluated instances. This is 

chieved by the following process. 

Whenever we need to solve an instance of ESSNDP, we deter- 

ine which already evaluated individual was most similar to the 

urrent one. We then fix all routes used in this individual’s solu- 

ion to one and solve the linear relaxation of the remaining sub- 

IP. All routes having fractional values in the optimal LP solution 

re then rounded up, yielding a feasible initial solution which is 

asy to obtain and comparably tight. On instances where CPLEX 

ould solve ESSNDP, our initial heuristic solution was typically 

ithin ten percent to optimality. 

One challenge that remains is how to determine similarity of 

ndividuals. The price vectors themselves would result in an inap- 

ropriate measure of similarity, as different price sequences can be 

apped to the same market shares. As such, it is market shares, 

ather than prices that uniquely define an instance of ESSNDP 

note that the GA should still work on price vectors as these do not 
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Table 2 

Comparison of distance metrics. 

instance average absolute value of initial solution Spearman relative to 

Spearman Euclidian random Euclidian random 

i1-A 2.456 2.474 3.239 -0.7% -24.2% 

i2-A 3.284 3.318 4.380 -1.0% -25.0% 

i3-A 2.805 2.827 3.861 -0.8% -27.4% 

i4-A 3.272 3.343 4.847 -2.1% -32.5% 

i5-A 4.997 5.350 7.749 -6.6% -35.5% 

i6-A 6.231 6.692 7.739 -6.9% -19.5% 

i7-A 10.966 11.039 15.019 -0.7% -27.0% 

i8-A 10.853 12.330 18.101 -12.0% -40.0% 

i9-A 7.702 9.002 12.097 -14.4% -36.3% 

i10-A 15.170 17.198 23.672 -11.8% -35.9% 

mean -5.7% -30.3% 

For each instance dataset A was used. Values are averages over three complete 

runs, each with a computational time of five hours. For a description of test in- 

stances see Section 5.1 
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ave to sum up to one and are thus easier to manipulate through 

ate and mutate). In the simple case where two individuals have 

qual market share vectors, it is trivial to observe that associated 

SSNDPs are identical, as all quantities and time restrictions are 

he same. In this case we can simply adopt the best solution of the 

dentical individual and try to further improve it. In all other cases 

e need to find a measure of similarity that adequately reflects the 

mplications that different quantities and time restrictions have on 

he selection of routes and paths. For this we tested three different 

easures of similarity based on the market share vector of indi- 

iduals. We compared a Euclidean distance measure with one that 

e based on a version of Spearman’s footrule ( Spearman, 1904 ), a 

idely used non-parametric measure of association between per- 

utations. Adjusted for continuous market shares, our Spearman 

etric measures the sum of necessary swaps in order to trans- 

orm one market share vector into another, weighted by the rank 

ifference of the alternatives (see Algorithm getDistances in the 

lectronic companion and also Kumar & Vassilvitskii, 2010 ). As a 

enchmark we added a random similarity measure, consisting of 

 number drawn from the uniform distribution between zero and 

ne. 

As can be seen in Table 2 , our similarity measure based on 

pearman’s footrule clearly performed best, with average improve- 

ents in initial solutions of 5.7% and 30.3% relative to a Euclid- 

an and random distance measure. What is more, the difference in 

nitial solution quality increases in problem size. As our similarity- 

nabled version of Spearman’s footrule is able to account for corre- 

ation among alternatives, it adequately mirrors that one- and two- 

ay delivery are closer substitutes than one- and five-day delivery. 

or example, consider a vector that has ten percent market share 

f one-day delivery shifted to two-day delivery. This new vector 

s regarded as being more similar to the original than one with 

qual amount shifted from one-day delivery to five-day delivery. 

uclidean distance metrics on the other hand would regard both 

ases as having identical similarity. Therefore, whenever we refer 

o a distance measure in the following sections, we applied the 

ne based on Spearman’s footrule. 

.6. Route-pattern exchange heuristic - RPE 

In order to solve ESSNDP, each worker subsequently runs a 

ewly developed improvement procedure, called route-pattern ex- 

hange (RPE) heuristic. Similar to the previous subsection, it is also 

esigned to exploit historic knowledge from previous evaluations. 

onceptually it combines elements from established LNS-methods, 

ike local branching and RINS, with a guided variable selection so 

hat it concentrates on creating promising sub-MIPs. This learning 

omponent has been used in various forms by Rochat and Taillard 
598 
1995) and others. It stems from the idea that one can intensify 

nd guide the search to particularly good regions of the solution 

pace, by identifying common variables in high-quality solutions 

nd by exchanging components of those solutions among each 

ther. This usage of so-called consistent variables, however, is usu- 

lly employed in the context of local search heuristics and involves 

ifferent solutions of one and the same integer problem. We, on 

he other hand, start from an initial solution and try to improve 

pon it by learning from other instances of a problem. Therefore, 

e adjusted this well-known strategy such that we identify small 

ets of currently chosen routes, referred to as replacement candi- 

ates, that are particularly inconsistent across iterations. For each 

f them, we then search for promising substitution candidates and 

valuate them together in a sub-MIP to see whether we can find 

 lower cost combination of routes. All objective-improving sets of 

eplacement and substitution candidates, called route-patterns, are 

hared via a pattern pool between workers. 

The identification of inconsistent variables is based on a 

istance-weighted usage statistic ω 

r 
v , providing information on 

ow popular this route is in the best known solution of all other 

reviously evaluated individuals. It is calculated according to 

 

r 
v = 

∑ 

i ∈ I 
( y r v ) i 

1 

d i 
∀ v ∈ V, r ∈ R v . (13) 

Each solution value of variable y r v across all individuals i is 

eighted by the inverse distance measure d i , which represents 

he Spearman’s footrule distance of the creating individual to the 

urrent one. As such, a low ω-score indicates that this route can 

e considered as weakly determined for the given individual. On 

he basis of this metric we use tournament selection to deter- 

ine a small number of routes in the current solution which seem 

romising to reevaluate. 

In order to select good substitution candidates for these vari- 

bles, we utilize the concept of a γ -neighborhood, found in the 

ontext of 2-opt heuristics for MIP-solvers (see Achterberg, 2009; 

endel, 2011 ). This neighborhood consists of all variables sharing 

 minimum ratio γ of rows with the selected variable. As such, 

otential substitution candidates are those routes that use a cer- 

ain fraction of the same arcs as the replacement candidate. Note, 

owever, that a strict application of this concept is problematic, as 

ifferent classes of vehicles do not share any arcs; making it im- 

ossible for a set of trucks to replace an aircraft. Likewise, routes 

onnecting a similar set of physical nodes but at slightly different 

imes should also be considered as substitutes. Before we can de- 

ne a proper neighborhood, we need to determine which arcs have 

omparable properties. Thus, we introduce the concept of an ad- 

usted coefficient matrix Ā . 

emark 1. For an instance of ESSNDP let a i j ∈ A be the coeffi- 

ients of route variables in constraints of type (8) . Then each con- 

traint i ∈ I corresponds to an arc and each variable j ∈ J represents 

 route. Associated with each constraint i are departure time t i , 

hysical origin o i and physical destination d i . If ε denotes the de- 

arture tolerance in periods, then for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J we can define

he coefficients ā i j of the adjusted matrix Ā as follows: 

¯
 i j = 

{
1 if ∃ k ∈ I : a k j =1 ∧ o k =o i ∧ d k =d i ∧ | t i − t k | � ε
0 otherwise. 

(14) 

Whenever coefficient matrix A has value 1, the adjusted coeffi- 

ient matrix Ā receives value 1 in all rows that correspond to arcs 

ith same origin and destination and within the departure toler- 

nce ε, irrespective of the arc’s vehicle type. Using this adjusted 

oefficient matrix we can now define the γ -neighborhood. 
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emark 2. Let P be a mixed-integer program, j ∈ J a given variable 

nd Ā j a column of its adjusted coefficient matrix. Then for a fixed 

atching rate γ ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] we can define the γ -neighborhood to be 

ll integer variables of P which share a certain minimum ratio γ
f rows in Ā with j. 

γ
j 

= 

{
i ∈ J \ { j} ∣∣ | ̄A j ∩ Ā i | 

| ̄A j | 
� γ

}
(15) 

For each replacement variable we then take a random sample of 

en variables from its respective γ -neighborhood, together forming 

ur set of promising routes to reevaluate. After fixing all other bi- 

ary variables, we solve a sub-MIP with an objective cutoff. Any 

easible solution to this sub-MIP improves the original ESSNDP. We 

dopt the best improvement made and log the differences with re- 

pect to the previous solution. The resulting set of m replacement 

andidates that left and n substitution candidates that entered the 

olution represents an m:n -improvement, referred to as a route- 

attern exchange. Following the intuition that successful improve- 

ents provide valuable information for other instances of ESSNDP, 

e add these patterns to a pattern pool that is managed by the 

oordinator process. Whenever a new individual’s ESSNDP is cre- 

ted, we rank all patterns in increasing order according to the dis- 

ance of the creating individual to the current one. The patterns 

ith lowest distance score are attached to the problem data and 

assed on to the worker. 

After retrieving an initial solution, the RPE heuristic checks 

hether any of the patterns match the current solution, i.e., all 

eplacement candidates of a pattern have value one in the cur- 

ent solution. If not we simply create new patterns as described 

bove. In case there are matching patterns, a maximum num- 

er of five of them is selected via tournament selection, based 

n the average objective improvement these patterns generated. 

he winning patterns are appended to the set of previously deter- 

ined replacement and substitution candidates and together with 

ll real-valued path variables a sub-MIP is evaluated. Our experi- 

ents showed that it is beneficial to first concentrate on replac- 

ng variables representing aircraft routes before allowing all routes 

o be evaluated. This is intuitive as aircraft routes have much 

igher cost coefficients in the objective than routes representing 

rucks. 

.7. Solution polishing 

As our heuristic is primarily designed to yield good solutions 

uickly, it might happen that the best solution retained by the GA 

ould still be somewhat improved if we would re-optimize its ESS- 

DP. Therefore the algorithm concludes with another ten minutes 

f RPE heuristic on the best individual’s ESSNDP. 

. Results 

We implemented our heuristic AE-RPE with MATLAB R2017a. 

he associated Parallel Computing Toolbox is well-suited for the 

mplementation of an asynchronous parallel algorithm. All calcula- 

ions were performed on an IBM x3850 X5 Linux server with four 

ntel Xeon X7560 processors (32 cores in total) with 330gigabyte 

f RAM. 

.1. Instance description 

As noted in Section 3.2 , the time-restrictions imposed by the 

elivery due times imply, that it needs to be possible to reach ev- 

ry physical node from each time-expanded node within the short- 

st offered delivery time. This imposes some unique requirements 

n the structure of networks which are typically not met by com- 

only used test instances. As such we decided to build our own 
599 
etworks by randomly allocating hubs on a plane. We then added 

ll possible arcs given the vehicles’ speed limitations. For aircraft 

his implies a complete graph in the physical network, repeated in 

ach period. In order to reflect real-world limitations, as for exam- 

le availability of airport slots, we randomly removed a few air- 

raft arcs. We subsequently checked whether the given network 

ould be feasible with respect to the shortest delivery times. Path 

osts include all variable costs related to the flow of shipments 

ver the used arcs. They include the proportionate fuel costs of 

 ten pound payload in the respective vehicle type, a handling 

ost for each transshipment and a storage cost in case holding arcs 

re used. Route costs consist of all operating costs (crew, main- 

enance, depreciation, insurance, fuel for empty vehicle) that are 

ot dependent on payload. Speed and capacity of aircraft are mod- 

led after a Boeing 757-200F, with operating costs of this model 

aken from Section 4 of FAA (2016) . Truck data is from Table 11 of

TRI (2016) . To create routes and paths we used the algorithms of 

ndersen et al. (2009 , p. 203) and adapted them in order to ac- 

ount for operational restrictions. Customer utilities are assumed 

o be dependent on sensitivity parameters for price and delivery 

ime and are randomly generated. In order to limit the effect of 

ustomer preferences on our results, we decided to conduct our 

xperiments using two different sets of utilities, denoted Discrete 

hoice and Gumbel utilities. The former are generated according to 

 theoretically well-grounded linear-in-parameters discrete choice 

odel, with customer-specific time sensitivity and unobserved ser- 

ice characteristics (see Berry & Pakes, 2007 ). The latter type of 

tilities stem from our observation that drawing repeatedly from 

umbel distributions with mean and standard deviation propor- 

ional to the perceived quality of each delivery service, yields price 

equences matching those found in real-life. All utility values have 

een transformed into monetary units by scaling them by their 

ndividual-specific price sensitivities. For further information on 

ustomer utilities and restrictions on routes and paths we refer the 

nterested reader to the electronic companion. With ten specifica- 

ions, each with three randomly generated networks, we created 

 total of thirty test instances, twelve smaller ones and 18 with 

arger size. They are described in Table 3 and are available upon 

equest. The largest instances resemble the size of UPS’ air hub 

etwork which features seven major air hubs in Northern Amer- 

ca. 

.2. Performance analysis of AE-RPE 

Table 4 exhibits a comparison between CPLEX 12.8 and our 

euristic AE-RPE. CPLEX was run for ten hours on the linearized 

ersion of the integrated model using the fastest setting of 16 

hreads. The heuristic was able to use all 32 cores and was also 

topped after a maximum time of ten hours. The reported heuris- 

ic results are averages over three runs. The upper part of the table 

ontains results for the smaller test instances, where a commer- 

ial MIP-solver can provide a meaningful benchmark. Despite the 

mall size of these instances, CPLEX was only able to solve four 

f them to optimality. On most other small instances CPLEX came 

lose to the LP bound, but struggled on instances i2-C, i4-A and 

4-C. The issues in closing the MIP-gap on such small instances al- 

eady indicate the overall difficulty of the integrated problem and 

lso point to a very weak linear relaxation. As the bottom half of 

he table illustrates, any further increase in the size of the test in- 

tances makes the problem unsolvable for current versions of com- 

ercial MIP-solvers. In half of these cases CPLEX cannot even find 

 profitable integer solution, while the MIP-gaps are still enormous 

henever it does. In comparison, our heuristic AE-RPE proves com- 

etitive on the smaller test instances, coming reasonably close to 

roven high-quality solutions. On the larger test instances, the 

euristic clearly outperforms the MIP-solver, yielding integer so- 
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Table 3 

Description of test instances. 

ID Hubs Periods Nodes Commo- Cust- Due Arcs Paths Routes 

dities omers Times ∗ min max min max min max 

1 4 6 24 72 200 3 125 140 2084 2772 129 168 

2 4 8 32 96 200 4 178 197 2471 4012 211 580 

3 5 6 30 120 200 3 178 203 3493 5942 184 262 

4 5 8 40 160 200 4 249 271 4766 7925 297 827 

5 5 10 50 200 2000 5 277 358 6870 15,909 2082 2869 

6 5 14 70 280 2000 5 412 439 8577 12,188 19,563 115,577 

7 6 10 60 300 2000 5 420 460 21,463 29,737 4822 22,338 

8 6 14 84 420 2000 5 588 644 22,309 33,342 96,937 172,361 

9 7 10 70 420 2000 5 682 682 56,896 77,562 18,222 34,534 

10 7 14 98 588 2000 5 787 899 32,288 78,319 421,209 464,690 

∗ Not including no-purchase option. 

Table 4 

Performance of heuristic AE-RPE compared to CPLEX 12.8. on 30 test instances. 

CPLEX AE-RPE 

ID best integer LP time best integer relative to CPLEX after 

(10h) bound MIP-gap (10h) 1h 2h 10h 

i1-A 1.459 1.471 0.82% 1.459 0.996 1.000 1.000 

i1-B 1.191 1.191 31,038 sec. 1.190 0.996 0.997 0.998 

i1-C 2.827 2.827 7,958 sec. 2.820 0.994 0.995 0.998 

i2-A 3.774 3.774 0.01% 3.765 0.979 0.989 0.998 

i2-B 4.348 4.367 0.43% 4.335 0.990 0.991 0.997 

i2-C 2.071 2.167 4.64% 2.055 0.974 0.976 0.992 

i3-A 2.208 2.208 1,599 sec. 2.208 0.990 0.998 1.000 

i3-B 1.873 1.884 0.60% 1.872 0.985 0.999 0.999 

i3-C 1.062 1.062 3,290 sec. 1.060 0.976 0.990 0.998 

i4-A 4.856 5.259 8.29% 4.862 0.992 0.998 1.001 

i4-B 2.541 2.543 0.05% 2.515 0.954 0.967 0.990 

i4-C 3.559 3.747 5.30% 3.547 0.964 0.994 0.997 

i5-A 4.896 8.923 82.25% 4.942 4.274 3.397 1.009 

i5-B 0.440 3.452 683.97% 1.294 — — 2.938 

i5-C 2.554 5.391 111.07% 2.865 — — 1.122 

i6-A 1.081 11.253 941.47% 5.670 6.201 6.203 5.248 

i6-B 0.421 11.735 2690.73% 5.827 — — 13.856 

i6-C 0.000 7.038 — 2.925 — — —

i7-A 0.000 12.346 — 6.691 — — —

i7-B 0.892 11.179 1153.52% 5.883 — — 6.596 

i7-C 4.934 11.115 125.28% 5.450 — — 1.104 

i8-A 0.000 13.694 — 6.495 — — —

i8-B 1.274 18.168 1326.13% 9.294 31.866 7.306 7.295 

i8-C 0.000 17.545 — 8.628 — — —

i9-A 3.424 17.114 399.78% 9.437 65.642 67.757 2.755 

i9-B 0.000 16.455 — 9.422 — — —

i9-C 0.000 16.785 — 8.474 — — —

i10-A 0.000 26.183 — 13.845 — — —

i10-B 0.000 18.437 — 9.899 — — —

i10-C 0.000 28.425 — 14.766 — — —

Maximum computing time set to ten hours. Values are averages over three runs. 
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utions that are frequently several times better than the ones re- 

orted by CPLEX. The right columns of Table 4 exhibit a perfor- 

ance comparison of solution values from AE-RPE and CPLEX after 

ne, two and ten hours. We consider these results encouraging as 

hey demonstrate that AE-RPE is able to find high quality solutions 

n moderate amounts of time, despite the fact that it is generally 

esigned to be fairly explorative. 

Providing a more capable benchmark than the one provided by 

ur commercial MIP-solver is difficult, as non of the existing meth- 

ds is applicable without major changes to the algorithmic design. 

e are confident that it is scientifically more sound to be trans- 

arent on the limitations of one’s results than using a similarly 

nproven benchmark and invoking a level of validity that is not 

ustified. Instead we focus on providing insight on the performance 

f its main subroutine, i.e., our customized matheuristic RPE. With- 

ut the required linearization of bilinear terms, the MIP-solver can 

erve as a better benchmark for a larger share of instances, as it 
600 
voids the main contribution to the weak lower bound of the inte- 

rated problem. 

For this we selected the first instance from each of the ten dif- 

erent specifications and resolved it with our matheuristic. The GA 

perates as usual, however, this time each iteration, i.e., each ESS- 

DP, was solved twice, once with CPLEX and once with the RPE 

euristic. This allows us to conduct an exclusive benchmark be- 

ween our matheuristic procedure and a MIP-solver on the oper- 

tions planning part of the problem alone. As mentioned before, 

he RPE heuristic starts from a rounded-up version of the most 

imilar previously evaluated iteration. In order to ensure a level 

laying field, we use CPLEX’s warm-start functionality and simi- 

arly provide it with this information. After repairing this poten- 

ially infeasible solution, the MIP-solver has proper starting val- 

es for its branch and bound algorithm. Table 5 contains the av- 

rage performance figures over all iterations of the respective in- 

tance. We report the average optimality gap of the MIP-solver and 
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Table 5 

Performance figures of CPLEX and RPE matheuristic on ESSNDP. 

ID Number of CPLEX RPE-heuristic 

ESSNDPs MIP-gap std.dev. best integer std.dev. 

mean relative to CPLEX 

i1-A 4387 1.63% 1.46% 1.002 0.010 

i2-A 3709 1.86% 1.56% 1.003 0.017 

i3-A 3050 1.64% 1.53% 1.005 0.021 

i4-A 3341 3.43% 3.30% 1.016 0.095 

i5-A 3065 8.65% 4.92% 0.996 0.183 

i6-A 3033 15.34% 23.64% 0.977 0.150 

i7-A 3006 6.20% 5.99% 0.980 0.046 

i8-A 2246 90.69% 23.31% 0.130 0.328 

i9-A 3001 43.10% 23.07% 0.773 0.344 

i10-A 1217 99.49% 6.31% 0.007 0.067 

Average values over all GA iterations of three runs. Heuristic performance is 

measured relative to CPLEX, with values below one indicating superior perfor- 

mance on this cost minimizing subproblem. 
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Table 6 

Integrated versus sequential optimization of profit. 

ID Ratio of integrated over sequential optimization 

Discrete choice utilities Gumbel utilities 

i1-A 1.580 1.792 

i2-A 1.142 1.132 

i3-A 1.747 1.322 

i4-A 1.103 1.066 

i5-A 1.218 1.074 

i6-A 1.042 1.416 

i7-A 2.523 1.469 

i8-A 1.103 1.405 

i9-A 1.026 1.184 

i10-A 1.188 1.106 

mean 1.367 1.297 

Results are presented for test instances A, each was solved 

on both sets of customer utilities. Reported values are aver- 

ages over three runs and are relative to those of sequential 

optimization with values above one indicating superior per- 

formance. 
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he ratio of best integer solution found by the RPE heuristic rel- 

tive to the one found by the solver. The RPE heuristic matched 

PLEX on the small instances and clearly outperformed it on larger 

nes. As each instance involves thousands of evaluated ESSNDPs, 

e also show the associated standard deviations. Note that de- 

pite the warm-starting CPLEX was frequently unable to solve the 

oot node, contributing to the higher variance and explaining its 

eak performance on two of the largest instances. Overall we con- 

lude that our subroutine RPE provides proper solution quality in 

 modest amount of time. However, our experiments also showed 

hat the solution times of sub-MIPs quickly deteriorate once the 

roblem size increases even further. In this case the RPE heuristic 

ould have to be complemented with a column generation proce- 

ure which we consider a promising direction for further research. 

.3. Integrated versus sequential optimization 

The benefit of the presented integrated model is that it allows a 

ompany to directly optimize its ultimate financial goal, i.e., profit. 

he more conventional approach would be to first maximize rev- 

nue by solving subproblem PSPP, yielding quantities and time re- 

trictions. These can then be used to minimize the delivery costs 

ia subproblem ESSNDP. In this case profit is simply the difference 

f two sequential optimizations. Note that a stand-alone optimiza- 

ion of revenue requires us to add estimates of average delivery 

osts to PSPP (see Dobson and Kalish, 1988 , p. 111). Otherwise the 

odel would have an incentive to make all customers purchase 

he highest priced options, irrespective of how much it would cost 

o deliver these orders. However, estimating the average cost for a 

iven maximum due time is a delicate task as there is no closed- 

orm expression for optimal cost in a consolidation-based delivery 

etwork. Frequent transshipments and empty-vehicle movements 

revent the precise allocation of costs to delivery due times. Even 

n the hypothetical case where a company could perfectly assign 

xpenditures to parcels, it would still need to know the profit- 

aximizing combination of routes and paths, an information that 

s not available prior to optimization. We can conclude, that a real- 

orld company, who sequentially optimizes revenue and cost on 

he basis of its current network, might derive results that are far 

rom profit maximizing. 

Due to the aforementioned reasons it is difficult to quantify the 

enefit of an integrated approach. However, we can at least pro- 

ide some insight on the matter. For this we exploit the fact that 

ur solution algorithm evaluates a large number of different mar- 

et share vectors, each one representing a state that a company 

ight find itself in. As such, we first solve the integrated prob- 

em and subsequently derive per-unit cost estimates for each eval- 
601 
ated ESSNDP. This provides a large sample based on a diverse set 

f optimized delivery operations. Even though there is no perfect 

llocation of costs to delivery times, we can come fairly close by 

arefully breaking down optimized route and path costs into unit 

ost per guaranteed delivery time (see Algorithm getUnitCost in the 

lectronic companion). We then take the median over all cost es- 

imates per delivery time as this proved to produce the highest- 

uality results. These values are then subtracted from prices in ob- 

ective (1) and revenue is maximized in PSPP using our genetic 

lgorithm. The subsequent cost minimization is performed by the 

PE heuristic which runs for ten minutes and is allowed to use 

ll available information on similar individuals and route patterns 

rom the integrated optimization. It is thus similar to the solution 

olishing phase of the integrated approach and ensures compara- 

ility of both approaches. Table 6 presents the maximized profit 

alues of the integrated relative to the sequential optimization. 

Even though we put great care in allocating the costs to the re- 

pective delivery due times, we still want to emphasize that these 

esults are only indicative. Still, as the average benefit of the in- 

egrated model over the sequential optimization is around a third 

n both sets of customer utilities, we can conclude that the im- 

act is substantial. This highlights the potential that integrated ap- 

roaches have when accounting for customer behavior. 

.4. The impact of more granular delivery time segmentation 

Another aspect that has received little attention in the litera- 

ure is the impact that shorter delivery times have on delivery op- 

rations. The intuition is that shorter due times increase costs, as 

hey restrict consolidation and thus reduce economies of scale. The 

ize of the effect, however, is an open question that we would like 

o address. For this we solved instances A of the six largest test 

pecifications i5 to i10 with five different product portfolios. We 

tart with only offering 5-day deferred delivery and subsequently 

dd the next shorter due time in each run. To strengthen the va- 

idity of the results, we again performed the experiment on both 

ets of customer utilities. 

As evident in Fig. 3 , adding tighter delivery due times increases 

osts almost exponentially. This is due to the fact that more and 

ore aircraft are needed to deliver these parcels in time. Since the 

peration of aircraft is many times more expensive than trucks, 

he total network cost is primarily driven by the amount of neces- 

ary air capacity. Interestingly, additional aircraft do not lead to a 

ubstantial reduction in the number of required trucks. The reason 

s that more granular segmentation allows to charge prices that 

re more attractive to a larger share of the population. This causes 
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Fig. 3. Average performance metrics with respect to offered product portfolio. Values are averages over three runs and are relative to exclusively offering 5-day deferred 

delivery. Offered combination of delivery durations in days on x-axis.. 
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ewer customers to choose the outside option, making them enter 

he market. Additional capacity is needed to service them, which 

s why only a small number of trucks is replaced by aircraft. 

Despite the high costs, the results also suggest that extending 

he offering with shorter delivery times generally appears to be a 

rofitable strategy for express parcel carriers. This is in line with 

eal-world experience, characterized by a trend towards shorter 

elivery times. Note, however, that the extent to which a company 

an realize additional revenue with shorter delivery times is de- 

endent on how time sensitive customers are. The utilities used 

n this study scale with the inverse due time t in periods. Con- 

equently, if customers’ perceived quality of a product decreases 

lower than 1 /t the benefit of offering shorter delivery times will 

e lower. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper we presented a novel modeling and solution ap- 

roach for integrating product segmentation and customer choice 

nto service network design. Our integrated model combines two 

P-hard subproblems in a joint profit maximizing formulation. In 

rder to solve realistically-sized instances, we developed a heuris- 

ic approach that decomposes this challenging problem into its 

wo subproblems. Using an asynchronous parallel evolutionary al- 

orithm, we create new price vectors in each iteration, allowing us 

o solve for customers’ decisions and determine delivery quantities. 

he resulting large number of still demanding ESSNDPs is tackled 

y learning from previously evaluated iterations. A customized dis- 

ance metric enables tight initial solutions that we further improve 

ith a novel route-pattern exchange heuristic. 

A computational study on a set of randomly-generated test in- 

tances indicates that our heuristic AE-RPE is able to solve small 

nstances to or close to optimality, whereas it clearly outperforms 

IP-solvers on larger instances. Using our integrated model, we 

hen provide insight on the potential advantages of joint maxi- 

ization of revenue minus cost compared to conventional sequen- 
602 
ial optimization. Even though our results are based on artificial in- 

tances and are thus only indicative in nature, we find an average 

ncrease in profits of about a third. Lastly we evaluated the impact 

f more granular delivery time segmentation on fulfillment costs 

n a multimodal logistics network. We found that tighter delivery 

ime restrictions result in a disproportionate increase in delivery 

osts as an increasing amount of expensive air capacity is needed 

hile the demand for ground vehicles remains almost unchanged. 

owever, with both tested sets of customer utilities, extending the 

roduct portfolio with shorter due times proved to be a profitable 

trategy. 

To strengthen the validity of our experimental study, we be- 

ieve that real-world datasets are needed. Such case studies require 

roper knowledge on how customers’ preferences are structured, a 

ype of data that is rarely found in vehicle routing and network de- 

ign studies. The size of modern parcel logistics networks might be 

rohibitively large to enumerate all possible routes and paths. In 

his case we suggest to extend our route-pattern exchange heuris- 

ic by column generation. Finally we believe there is an evident 

ack of papers in the field of transportation science that adequately 

odels customer behavior and resulting restrictions in the distri- 

ution process. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that 

he inclusion of proper choice processes into network design is a 

anageable task. 

While the limitations of our benchmark MIP-solver limited us 

o use a linearizable discretization strategy, the presented heuristic 

olution approach allows for a direct implementation of conven- 

ional discrete choice models. This opens up interesting directions 

or further research which we plan to follow up upon in forthcom- 

ng publications. 
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